INTRODUCTION
In the present paper, we shall study the global bifurcation problem for the nonlinear elliptic eigenvalue problem (P): find u E C2 (Q) n C° (Q) and We shall study the two-dimensional problem, but a lot of work has been done for (P) including higher dimensional cases, for instance, Keller-Cohen [9] , Fujita [6] , Laetsch [10] , Keener-Keller [8] , CrandallRabinowitz [5] . They can be summarized in the following way: FACT 1. -There exists ~, E (0,. + (0) such that (P) has no solution u E C2 (0) n C° (Q) for ~, > ~,, while (P) has at least one solution for 0 ~, ~,. FACT 2. -For each fixed ~ the set of solutions ~ u ~ ~ for (P), which is denoted by S~, has a minimal element u = u~ whenever S,#0. That is, u~ E S~,, and u~ _ u holds for any u E S~. In the case of n = 2, the problem (P) has a complex structure found by Liouville [12] . Utilizing it, Weston [20] and Moseley [13] have constructed a branch S* of nonminimal solutions via singular perturbation method for generic simply connected domains Q c:
Their solutions make onepoint blow-up as X 1 0.
One the contrary, the asymptotic behavior of solutions { u ~ as X 1 0 has been studied by [15] . Singular limits of (P) are classified in the following way for the general domain Q c: R2.. See Kato [7] , for instance, as for the bilinear for associated with a self-adjoint operator. Here, Q* = A* U B*, h1= i (y*), r2=i(r*), and h3 = i (aB) (Fig. 6) 
